Highly accurate quantum-mechanical calculations az presented for highly excited vibrational states of HzO. The vibration Hamiltonian operator Hvib for a nonlinear triatomic molecule is given in Radau coordinates. A direct product basis is chosen, and the Hvib matrix is evaluated in the discrete variable representation (DVR) for the symmetrized Radau coordinates. Vibrational eigenstates are computed from the DVR Hvib via the successive diagonalization/ truncation technique. A comparison of the computed eigenvalues with those observed demonstrate the accuracy of our model. Highly excited vibrational states, up to 30 000 cm-' above the zero-point energy, are reported for the potential energy surface (PES) given by Jensen [J. Mol. Phys., 133, 438 (1989)]. Using natural orbital expansions, the eigenfunctions of vibrational states are analyzed to understand the origins of the dynamical mixing of the vibrational modes. The local/normal mode transitions, Fermi resonances, Darling-Dennison interactions, and the mode separabilities are investigated. Statistical studies on the energy level spacings are presented for two different types of PES.
I. INTRODUCTION
The widespread availability of tunable laser sources with narrow linewidth (Av<O.OOl cm-') has facilitated the measurement of ultrahigh-resolution absorption spectra of a variety of molecules in a wide range of energy levels.lm3 Sensitive detection methods allow precise measurement of even highly excited vibrational states. Such experimental improvements make the efficient quantum calculation of highly excited molecular eigenfunctions and their energy levels very useful, particularly if the computed accuracies are comparable to the accuracy of the observed values, usually better than 0.1 cm-'. Such calculations can be used to guide experimentalists to assign spectra, to extract accurate and useful information about the potential energy surfaces, to evaluate effects of spectroscopic "anomalies" due to interactions such as Fermi resonances and local mode degeneracies in high energy regions, and finally to study such concepts as "quantum manifestations of classical chaos. " Needless to say, however, the problem of solving the Schrodinger equation for large amplitude vibration motion quickly becomes intractable as the size of a molecule increases. As the number of energy levels increases and the amplitudes of vibrational motions become large, a single set of orthogonal coordinates does not exist in which the internal motions are clearly uncoupled; the motion is no longer separable in any set of coordinates. Choosing the optimum coordinate system and the basis functions for each degree of motion becomes important in evaluating the accurate vibrational eigenstates over the full range of the coordinate space of interest.
In the past spectroscopists have developed analytical representations of energy levels based on perturbation theory and power series expansions of the potential energy function about the equilibrium geometry.4 High order equations contain terms for vibrational mixings due to Fermi resonances and Darling-Dennison resonances. Such analytic modeling has provided the requisite qualitative information for assignment of molecular spectra, particularly for states which are not far from the equilibrium configuration. As molecular spectra of higher resolution over a wider range of energy become available, however, it becomes important to have a means of accurate theoretical prediction of energy levels in an extended energy range, while retaining as much as possible simple physical pictures of the dynamics of a molecule in highly excited states.
For quantum mechanical calculations of energy levels of small molecules, the variational approach is the most widely used. It has been successfully applied to systems such as LiCN,@ HCN,7>8 H3+,9-14 etc. to treat the highly excited (floppy) vibrational states which lie above the barrier to different configurational isomers. The numerical procedures adapted to carry out variational computations, however, have only recently become efficient enough to evaluate energy levels of highly excited vibrational states of extremely anharmonic molecular systems, such as H,O. In order to obtain the desired numerical accuracy (better than or comparable to the observed high resolution spectra), even more efficient and facile computational methods are desired.
The development of the discrete variable representation '*-'* (DVR) has significantly enhanced the efficiency of numerical treatment of diverse quantum mechanical problems. Several of the most efficient and accurate computations of highly excited vibrational states of triatomic systems have been done incorporating the DVR in portions of computations. Because of the ease of evaluation of the vibration-rotation
Hamiltonian, H,, in the DVR, a good basis for each internal coordinate can be chosen from a wide class of available mathematical functions. The sparse nature of the multidimensional H,, matrix in the DVR also makes this numerical approach extremely efficient. Since in a DVR the coordinate matrix is diagonal, any analytical form of the potential energy surface can be used effectively.
II. NUMERICAL METHODS
For obvious reasons water is one of the most widely studied molecules, both theoretically and experimentally. High resolution spectra of water vapor have been measured for pure vibrational states with energy levels as high as -25 000 cm- ' (Refs. 19 and 20 , and references therein). The observed states, however, do not include highly excited bending vibrational states. In this paper we use the DVR approach to study the vibrational states of H,O to very high vibrational levels (to -30 000 cm-' above the zero-point energy). Accurate energy levels are evaluated, and their wave functions are analyzed to study the resonance interactions among different vibrational states. Two different potential energy surfaces (PES's) are used for comparisons.
In this section we will first define the symmetrized Radau coordinate system and the body-fixed axes which we use, We then define the vibrational Hamiltonian operator, Hvib, of a nonlinear triatomic molecule of CZ, symmetry. The basis functions are given in the DVR. Finally, we discuss the sequential diagonalization/truncation procedure used to solve the three-dimensional vibration problem.
For highly excited vibrational states, extensive mixing of the zeroth-order vibrational modes (e.g., normal modes) is apparent. The energy spacings of bending states range widely depending on whether the bending energy is below or above the barrier to linearization. Overlaps of Fermi resonances and local mode degeneracies become ubiquitous as the density of states increases. The statistical analysis for the energy level spacings is used to look for the "quantum manifestation of classical chaos. " This article is organized as follows: In the following section numerical methods arz defined. A general form of the vibrational Hamiltonian, Hvib, for a nonlinear tzatomic molecule is derived in Radau coordinates. The Hvib of a C,, molecule is specifically given in symmetrized Radau coordinates. Section III contains our choice of (direct product) basis functions for the effective vibrational motions. Both the finite basis representation (FBR) and the DVR of the Hamiltonian matrix are presented. This section also contains evaluations of different potential energy surfaces available for the HZ0 system, and our modifications of the PES's to force physically reasonable behavior. In Sec. IV computational results of accurate vibrational energies, with the normal mode assignments, for both symmetric and antisymmetric symmetry groups of Hz0 are presented up to -27 000 cm-' above the zero-point energy. The computed energy levels are compared to the observed levels. The wave functions of H,O in a wide range of energy levels provide qualitative information regarding the dynamical mixing of the vibrational modes. Discussions of various analyses on the states up to -30 000 cm-' are also presented in this section. Local mode characteristics of states and couplings of eigenstates due to Fermi resonances and Darling-Dennison resonances are studied. Separability in the symmetrized Radau coordinates (which are similar to the normal modes) is described in terms of natural orbital expansions. Statistical studies on the energy level spacing distributions are included for two different PES's. Section V contains our concluding remarks.
A. Hamiltonian and coordinate systems
The internal valence coordinates (r,,r2,p), which are specified as the two bond lengths and the angle between the bonds, are transformed to a set of orthogonal internal coordinates, such as Radau coordinates (R&,0) , to simplify the kinetic energy operator. Radau coordinates are convenient to use for triatomic molecules for which the central atom is heavier than the other two atoms.*l In such systems, Radau coordinates closely resemble the valence coordinates, and the two coordinate systems are related according to R1=(CL+l--g)*rl+(g--)*r*, R2= (p-gh+m , cos e= ,",:f:, , where (14
in which ml and m2 are the masses of the two end atoms, and m3 denotes the mass of the center atom. For symmetric (C, v) triatomic systems, linear combinations of the mass-weighted Radau stretching coordinates (R ,,R2) define symmetrized stretching coordinates (R,r). With this symmetrization, the coordinates reflect the symmetry properties of the molecular vibrational motions under the specific a-symmetry operation (of reflection through the molecular plane of symmetry). Thus R and r are symmetric and antisymmetric upon the exchange of (mass-weighted) R, and RZ, respectively,
The symmetrized Radau coordinates strongly resemble the normal coordinates for C,, systems. 
and The volume element is dr=dR dr sin 8 de, for the coordinate ranges of O< R < CO, -CC <r< CO, O<&n. The coordinates (R,r$) correspond to the symmetric stretching, antisymmetric stretching, and the bending motions.
quired at different angles. A globally appropriate range must include the absolute minimum and the absolute maximum R that are accessed over all angles. Under such circumstance, a uniform basis over the interaction coordinate range seems to be most appropriate for R. The normalized Chebychev (First kind) polynomials, {Fl( R)}, which are shifted and scaled, can generate a DVR basis which yields an evenly spaced set of DVR points. Moreover, the DVR points lie within the specified coordinate range and therefore do not lie on the boundaries at which singularities may exist.
The optimal choice of basis functions depends on the type of internal coordinate system used, the potential energy surface, the number of accurate eigenvectors desired, and the method of solution of the Schrodinger equation. The efficiency and accuracy of a computation of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are strongly dependent on the choice of the basis functions in which the Hamiltonian matrix is represented. We show in this section that with proper attention to the physics of the molecular system, basis functions can be chosen to have appropriate boundary conditions and to minimize the problems of the inherent singularities in the kinetic energy operators. Since the (diagonal) representation of the potential energy matrix is quite easy in the DVR, the basis functions may be chosen from a wide range of available analytic functions.
B. The discrete variable representation
The general characteristics of our symmetrized Radau coordinate system are such that small values of the symmetric stretching coordinate R correspond to the three atoms close to each other, while large R will correspond to one of the possible dissociation configurations. Both large and small values of R lie in regions of very high potential energies, and the lower energy range of R is strongly dependent on angles. In a C2, molecule, the r=O configuration corresponds to the equilibrium structure and the potential energy surface is symmetric about r=O. The angle 8 ranges from 0" at the O-H-H linear configuration to 180 at the linear H-O-H configuration. The potential energy function varies substantially in angle and has a single minimum well between these two (limiting) linear configurations.
However, it is clear from Eqs. (3) and (4a)-(4c) that the kinetic energy operators exhibit singular behavior at linear configurations, 8=0" or 180", and for R, =0 or R, =0.22 Although this is a natural consequence of the choice of this (and most) internal coordinate system, it has caused substantial problems and comment in earlier treat-S. E. Choi and J. C. Light: Vibrational eigenstates of triatomic molecules 7033 ments. In particular, discussions of approximate Hamiltonian formulations such as normal coordinate Hamiltonians, "rigid bender" Hamiltonians, etc. have been concerned about these terms. An appropriate basis and coordinate system will, however, minimize the problem of effective potential singularities and permit easy symmetrization to reflect the proper C,, symmetry desired according to the boundary conditions. The boundary conditions and the nodal structures of the basis functions must be appropriate for the physical properties and the symmetry of the Hamiltonian operator in the specific internal coordinates.
Because of the strong asymmetry of the potential energy function, widely different coordinate R ranges are reThe symmetrization of Radau coordinates has generated a stretching coordinate r which carries the symmetry signature of the system. The equilibrium configuration of a C2, molecule corresponds to r=O about which the potential-energy surface is symmetric. Furthermore, a vibrational eigenstate of a C,, molecule can be symmetric or antisymmetric about r=O. Utilizing such molecular symmetry the Hvib matrix may be reduced to a block-diagonal structure. Harmonic oscillator functions, {Xi(r)}, consist of symmetric and antisymmetric functions about r=O, for even and odd j, respectively. The harmonic basis of each symmetry may be transformed to the DVR to yield two half-sized DVR bases that correspond to different symmetries. Symmetric or antisymmetric vibrational eigenstates are expanded exclusively in terms of the basis with proper symmetry.
The potential energy surface of a C,, molecule is quite asymmetric in the angle 8 of Radau coordinates. Therefore, our basis should be flexible in order to adjust for the asymmetry of the potential about 90". Jacobi polynomials, ~~"~"(x)}, seem most suitable in this regard. The boundaries of the interaction range [O,r] correspond to two different linear configurations. The parameter LI of Jacobi polynomials is chosen to accommodate the asymmetry of the PES in 8, and b is determined according to the boundary condition as 8 -+ 180". For pure vibrational states which must be symmetric about the C2(z) axis, the amplitude of pyb must be finite as 0-+ 180" which requires 6=0. Since the potential-energy function is extremely repulsive as 8-o", the parameter u can be adjusted to cover only the effective range of 0, for the given energy range.
The vibrational wave functions are now expanded in the direct product basis of Chebyshev polynomials, {Fl( R)}; harmonic-oscillator functions, {GYj( r)}; and Jacobi polynomials, ~~a,b)(x)}, where x=cos 8. The direct product basis for a finite basis representation (FBR), C~lii>, of the internal coordinates is written as
Since the evaluation of the vibrational Hamiltonian operator is computationally much more accurate and faster for the direct product basis in the DVR, {x,,}, the FBR basis is transformed to the DVR; namely, Pvrv' s b(q) *v#4qW. (lib) {f,} and {&} denote related FBR and DVR bases, respectively. t is then defined as the eigenvector matrix of a, and q is the diagonal matrix of its eigenvalues; namely,
xaSrUV,@ = c T?~y*$~~W,r,e)
in which the T matrix is defined as the direct product of t matrices for the three internal coordinates 
The DVR basis for coordinate r can be symmetrized to yield two half-sized bases, {'Qa( r)} and CAQB( r)}, which are symmetric and antisymmetric with respect to reflection about the molecular symmetry axis, respectively. The resulting DVR direct product basis of internal coordinates can, therefore, also be separated in terms of the symmetries of vibration eigenfunctions. The symmetrized DVR direct product basis, {'g'xcl,+}, where (g) =S or A, easily yields the very sparse Hvib matrix of Eq. (3), which is block diagonal in symmetry, Here, tR, tr, and te are the FBR-DVR transformation matrices for Chebyshev polynomials, harmonic oscillator functions, and Jacobi polynomials, respectively. The transformation matrices of Eqs. (8a)-( 8c) are orthogonal, and are determined as the diagonalizing transformation for the appropriate coordinate matrices in the FBR. Thus, we have KR a,a.a13'84yty-Sgrg= J x$J,-(-2) *x$3$% ( 144
c fn&w=~n9l 3
In order to evaluate the t-matrix elements, we look at the unique properties of coordinate matrices in the FBR, ii, and DVR, q. The orthogonal transformation between FBR and DVR gives q=t=+t,
in which in which dr=dR dr dx, and (g)Kr carries the signature of the molecular symmetry. The matrix element A,8 in Eq. (14c) represents the l/21 term, which is a function of (R,r) given by Eq. (5), evaluated at a DVR point ( R,,rp). The diagonal potential energy matrix V has as its elements {V,,} the potential energies evaluated at DVR points {R,,rS,xr}. The DVR kinetic energy matrices for the three internal coordinates, denoted by KR, (g) K', and 
in which sparsity of the matrix is self-evident.
C. Diagonalization of the vibrational Hamiltonian
A wavefunction of the nth vibrational eigenstate of a system may be expanded in the direct product basis of the optimum DVR functions for internal coordinates, Y,(R,r,B) = c ~&-xappr(R,r,@, MY (16) which is evaluated for a specific vibrational symmetry. 
in which Evib is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix for vibrational energy levels, and eigenvector matrix B contains the expansion coefficients of {S&,} in Eq. ( 16). In the DVR, the matrix elements {.%&} directly correspond to the amplitudes of the nth vibrational eigenfunction evaluated at the (c@r) DVR points; namely,
where Rap,= (w,wpo,) "2, and {w~,w~,+,} denote the weights given in Eq. (13).
III. BASIS FUNCTIONS AND POTENTIAL-ENERGY SURFACES
Although H,O has been studied extensively both experimentally and theoretically, the information pertaining to its potential energy surface at highly excited energy levels is still limited due to difficulties of investigating largeamplitude motions. Particularly unfavorable FranckCondon factors have limited the information about highly excited bending states. Furthermore, the accuracies of existing potential surfaces are still uncertain in terms of the bending coordinate. Our purposes in demonstrating an efficient and accurate numerical method for computations of Hz0 vibrational eigenstates are, therefore, twofold, First, S. E. Choi and J. C. Light: Vibrational eigenstates of triatomic molecules 7035 our calculated energy levels are compared with those that are experimentally measured. Although these measured states include only relatively low bending states, the accuracy of our surface and computational method will be demonstrated. Second, energy levels and various analyses of the wave functions are presented for highly excited bending and stretching states which range up to -40% of the dissociation energy. Despite many improvements, the potential surfaces generated from the force-field calculations obviously do not have accurate asymptotic (dissociation) behavior. Furthermore, the correct symmetry properties of the system are not explicitly imposed on the function. The variables (Ar,,Ar2,Af3) are allowed to vary from -03 to + CO without being restricted by specific boundary conditions, such as a periodicity of the bending coordinate. Thus, the HMS surface itself cannot yield proper convergence in computations of highly excited states. These are mainly states of large-amplitude bend motions, with amplitude at the H-O-H ( 8= a) linear configuration.
In order to fix this artifact of the HMS surface as 8-+ ?r Carter and Handy imposed the proper boundary condition i9Vl -ae r* $=O at 0=r. The modification restores a proper symmetry around 8-+n; however, it adversely affects the PES in the vicinity of the O-H-H (f3=0) configuration. Repulsive forces between the two H atoms are somehow canceled out by the modification, and the potential between them be-comes attractive even at small H-H distances relative to the H, equilibrium bond length. The asymptotic behavior for (O-H-H) linear configurations leading to the H,+O limit is incorrect at higher energies, which are well above the f3=n barrier.
The basic characteristic of a Taylor's expansion limits the adequacy of the HMS surface for states involving largeamplitude motions which are still far short of the dissociation limits. Sorbie and Murrell (SM) have described a method of constructing analytical potentials which have proper asymptotic behavior at the dissociation limits. Since the SM surface has proper symmetry properties of the molecule, leading to correct asymptotic atom-diatom dissociation limits, it would be preferred for collision dynamical calculations involving H,O. However, its accuracy around the equilibrium geometry falls far short of that of the HMS surface. The energy levels computed from SM's surface are not adequate for comparison to the observed highresolution spectroscopic studies. Since our purpose was to demonstrate the accuracy of our method for variational computations, the SM surface was not appropriate.
Jensen's PES, which is obtained from MORBID, yields the most reliable calculated energies extending as high as eight stretching quanta ( -25 000 cm-' above the zero-point energy). It is predicted to break down for highly excited stretching states and has a problem similar to that for CH's PES for 8-O at small H-H distances. In order to correct the unphysical behavior of these surfaces in the vicinity of the O-H-H (8 = 0) configuration, we have included an additional repulsive term for the H-H interaction; namely,
in which p is the original (unmodified) potential energy and
and in which C/s, flls, 'ys, y=, and 6 are constants given in Table  I . rnn is the H-H distance, and dnn is a fraction of the equilibrium Hz bond distance, &n. The modification does not change the original CH and JN surfaces at large angles, and up to -18 000 cm-' above the zero-point energy in the vicinity of 8=0. It generates a proper repulsive wall for small H-H distances. The one-dimensional (1D) cuts of the JN PES's are presented in Fig 
B. Basis sizes and convergence
Once the choice of the basis is made, the factors that govern the convergence of our variational calculation are the sizes of bases for each coordinate, energy cuts at each successive truncation, and the coordinate ranges included in the computation. In Table II , we have presented a brief summary of various convergence tests of our 3D calculations using JN's surface. On the right-hand side we list the number and maximum energies of vibrational states converged to a given accuracy.
A typical calculation is done using 22 Chebyshev (first-kind) polynomials for the symmetric stretching coordinate (R ), 22 Hermite polynomials for the antisymmetric stretching coordinate (T), and 30 Jacobi polynomials in x( GCOS 0) with (c@) = (8,0). We denote this as the (22, 22, 30) basis for (N,,N,N,) .
Since the Hz0 potentialenergy surface is not symmetric about 8=?r/2 in Radau coordinates, Jacobi polynomials are more suitable than associated Legendre functions. The value of (Y in Jacobi polynomials adjusts the minimum angle for the effective angle 8 range; a can be chosen to maximize the convergence of a computation for a given basis size and the desired accuracy (502) of the highest excited bend state. In contrast to the sharply repulsive behavior of the PES for 8-0, the energy barrier to the H-O-H (8-r) linear configuration, Eb, is fairly low. For the equilibrium O-H bond lengths, Eb is -12 500 cm-' at 8= P. /?=O allows finite amplitudes at &a for highly excited bending states (above the barrier). Advantages of Jacobi polynomials over associated Legendre functions become more crucial for calculations of nonzero rotational states. Our work on J>O rovibrational states of H,O is currently in preparation for publication.
The sequential diagonalization/truncation (SDT) method23*29*30 has been used to generate the final 3D-vibrational Hamiltonian matrix, evaluated in the 2D-eigenvector basis. First, a lD-eigenvector basis is computed for every positive r and every third 8 DVR point. Since the PES is symmetric about r=O, only half of the r-DVR points are unique. The PES is not a rapidly varying function in 8; consequently, a 2D-eigenvector basis evaluated at a given DVR point is a good approximation for its nearest-neighbor 8 points. Therefore, for each of the (N,/ 2) x (NB/3) (r,(9)-DVR points, the NRxNR 1D Hamiltonians are diagonalized, and the NR eigenvectors are then truncated to a smaller number P,,(&y), according to an energy cutoff, EID (usually 90 000 cm-').
The number kept, Prn(p,r), will be different for different (r@,)-DVR points.
In symmetrized internal (Radau) coordinates, the 2D Hamiltonian is block diagonal. Furthermore, 2D calculations can be carried out separately for stretching states of each symmetry. The block-diagonalized 2D Hamiltonian in DVR is then transformed to the truncated lDeigenvector basis, which forms much more efficient and accurate basis. Compared to the DVR basis size for the 2D Hamiltonian, which is NR X (N,./2) = 242, the actual sizes NZD(y) =8#,n(P,y) range between 140 and 165. At every third 8-DVR point, the 2D eigenvectors are evaluated and then truncated according to the energy cut, E2D (usually 43 000 cm-' ). For low bending states (even with highly excited stretching states), truncation of the 2D eigenvectors according to the energy criteria is much more effective than saving a fixed number of 2D eigenvectors.
For convergence of highly excited bending states, however, an extra constraint was used in order to generate the most efficient 2D-eigenvector basis. For small 0's, the potential energy surface has characteristics of a weakly bound system. As the H-O-H angle decreases the molecule starts to explore a much wider range of stretching configurational space, and the floppiness of molecules induces extensive mixing between stretching and bending coordinates. Truncation using a strict energy criterion does not provide a sufficient number of 2D-stretching eigenvectors for good convergence of the 3D-vibrational states involving highly excited bending states. Thus, we keep a minimum number F$' of 2D eigenvectors at every &DVR point. In Table III we compare the convergence of two calculations, one of which is obtained using a strict energy cut and the other using the additional P$" = 8 constraint with a little lower energy cut. The 3D Hamiltonian in DVR is finally transformed to the truncated 2D-eigenvector basis for each symmetry. A 2D-eigenvector basis is used for three consecutive 0's, which include the one at which the 2D eigenvectors are generated and its two nearest-neighbor DVR points. Because of the SDT procedure, Nsn, the size of the 3D Hamiltonian in the 2D-eigenvector basis of a given symmetry, is much less than the DVR basis size NR X (N/2) X N@ For example, an initial basis of 7260 functions may be reduced to less than 1000.
The effects of varying basis size, energy cuts, and N2D,i, are shown in Table II , which gives the relevant sizes and the maximum energies and numbers of states converged to a given level. The convergence is checked against energy levels computed from (N,,N,N,) = (30,30,45), ElD,,,= 100 000 cm -', .&'2o,,,=49 000 (75) 25000 (104) cm-', and N2D,i"= 10, which results in NsD=2136 and 1884 for symmetric and antisymmetric states, respectively. The results are summarized in Table II. A. Accuracy of the computational model
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The nature of energy flow within polyatomic molecules is an important factor controlling chemical kinetics. Investigations of energy flow based on classical mechanics and the theory of chaos in small systems have given considerable insight. Classically, chaotic dynamics and global energy flow may arise from the overlapping of various resonances.31 Much less is known, even classically, about the fully coupled dynamics of multidimensional vibrating molecules. Quantum mechanical studies based on perturbation theory and statistical models like those first evolved in nuclear physics have been carried out in order to characterize the dynamical properties of the vibrational and rovibrational energy level structure of H,O.
The lowest 100 (J=O) states of the computed 3D-vibrational energy levels are given in Table IV Tables IV and V are converged to (0.005 cm-', and the computation is carried out for the (22, 22, 30) basis which is reduced to N3D= (600,400) via the SDT according to E2D,,,=40 000 cm-' and P$"= 8. Our computed vibrational energy levels of the modified CH and JN PES's are slightly different from those published by Femley, Miller, and Tennyson.32 Their normal mode assignments also occasionally differ from ours.
Accurate calculations of highly excited vibrational states reveal detailed characteristics of the PES. The normal modes can be assigned by analyzing the nodal patterns of wave functions. The assignments are made following the most conventional notation, noted by (y1yZy3) with y1 = symmetric stretch, v2 = bend, and v3 = antisymmetric stretch. In case of states which are strongly mixed by resonances, the expectation values for (R2), (g), and (cos2 0) are used as a guide to make proper assignments.
Based on the simple model studies for the correspondence between normal modes and local modes, the degeneracies are examined for local-mode pairs. Our analysis shows that the energy levels at which the normal to local mode transitions occur are strongly dependent on the magnitude of v1 + y3 and the extent of mixing between v, and v2. The effects of mode mixings on the resonances are discussed. The entropies of mixing, which are evaluated from the natural orbital expansion analysis, demonstrates the separabilities of vibrational modes. For states of low v2 the entropies are quite small even at high energies. The qualitative changes in energy level spacings and pattern of mode mixings are studies as the bending energy increases beyond the barrier to linearity (H-O-H).
The statistical evaluations of energy level spacing distributions are presented in order to demonstrate the differences in the topological characteristics of the JN and CH potential energy surfaces.
The accurate energy levels of highly excited states are listed in Tables VI and VII for the modified JN surface.
The tabulated values are converged to better that 0.05 cm-', and the assignments are given in normal-mode representation. The normal mode assignments are made by simply counting the nodes of the eigenvectors evaluated in the DVR. The 3D eigenvectors in symmetrized Radau coordinates are good approximations to the wave functions in normal coordinates. In general, the DVR eigenvectors are equal to the true wave functions evaluated at the DVR points times analytically known weight factors. The expectation values for (R2), (?), and (cos2 6) are computed using the eigenvectors.
A large portion of the PES for H,O is still not accurately known due to a lack of experimental information for bending states of v2>4 for nonzero v1 or v3 states, and most of stretching states (vl+v3))6.
In Tables VI and VII , however, we have given accurate energy levels and their normal-mode assignments up to 27 000 cm-' for the (model) PES of H,O. This information is useful in analyzing the various resonance features, as well as their effect on transitions from normal to local mode basis according to the given PES. The characteristics and the extent of the dynamical mixings of the zeroth-order (normal) vibrational modes can also be demonstrated.
In the following section we present the actual computational results for the modified JN and CH potentials and, where possible, compare with experiment. This shows that both surfaces yield quite good fits of known energy levels up to some 18 000 cm-' above zero point, and thus constitute quite reasonable bases for analysis of the vibrational behavior of higher energies. We then examine these sets of states with respect to local/normal mode behavior, separability of normal modes via natural orbital expansion, a brief look at the role of Fermi resonances, and finally the energy level spacing distributions. As will be seen, the overall picture, at least up to 30 000 cm-' above the zero point, is not adequately characterized by any of the simple models.
B. Transition from normal mode to local mode
Local modes for systems with a heavy central atom were proposed by Lehmann and others and have been intensively investigated, particularly for two (stretch) mode models.33-35 In the strict local mode limit, the coupling between the bond oscillators is zero. The larger the mass of the central atom (in comparison to the end atoms), the weaker the kinetic coupling between the two bonds. Classically, a tunneling time between excitation of the two bonds may be related to the splitting between the two degenerate normal mode states of differing symmetry. The Darling-Dennison (DD) resonances, which couple ( v1v3) and ( v1 *2y3F2)
states, are analyzed in terms of excitations in stretch modes. The mixing of normal modes via the DD interactions results in states that are more simply described by local modes. Local modes are noted as [nm]'b, in which n and m denote the stretching quanta in each bond and b denotes the bending quanta. As the anharmonicity in the O-H bond stretches increases, the interbond coupling becomes weaker and the vibrational states make a transition from normal mode to local mode.33-36 If the zeroth-order picture is best described by normal modes, the low excited vibrational states would show strong coupling between the two local modes and clear separation of Darling-Dennison resonance pairs. As Y increases, however, the Darling-Dennison interaction becomes dominant over the interbond coupling, and the normal basis starts to mix strongly. In reality the vibrations of a given molecule will correspond to a compromise between the two limiting cases, which depends on the topological characteristics of the potential energy surfaces. 
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( 1 52 The vibrational energy levels of Hz0 exhibit normal mode patterns at low vibrational excitation, local mode patterns at intermediate excitation, and nonseparable patterns for very highly excited states. As the stretching vibrations become more highly excited, the anharmonicity leading toward bond dissociation tends to dominate, and thus the local mode model becomes a more accurate description of the molecular motions. Further excitation causes the molecule to explore wider scope of configuration space much more freely, and this results in extensive mixing of all vibrational modes.
Simple model studies have illustrated the roles of anharmonicity in O-H bond stretching and the coupling between the two bonds in giving rise to normal or local mode characteristics in the energy level patterns. 37'36'38 The interbond coupling of the local mode basis is directly related to the energy splitting of symmetric and antisymmetric normal mode states, and the larger the coupling between the bonds the more likely it becomes the normal mode pattern. The magnitude of the coupling was shown to be proportional to v=n+m, in which n and m denote the excitations in the two bond oscillators, respectively.33 '36 In terms of local mode basis, the anharmonicities in bond stretchings may also result in transition from local to normal modes. The anharmonicity constants are directly related to the interactions among the Darling-Dennison resonance pairs of normal modes. The Darling-Dennison couplings have dependence on yly3, in which v1 and v3 denote the stretching quanta in symmetric and antisymmetric states. Recently, semiclassical dynamics has been used by Kellman and Xiao35 in conjunction with an algebraic Darling-Dennison Hamiltonian to classify the stretching states of H20. They first showed that with this Hamiltonian the "polyad number," n,+n, is conserved, but that within a polyad the states varied between normal mode and local mode type depending on the coupling in the DD Hamiltonian and the polyad number. In Tables  VIII and IX, model. Since the Darling-Dennison coupling is strongly related to the anharmonicity of the bond stretching, zero excitation in one of the bonds is enough to inhibit the mixing of vi and y3. Figure 2 is an energy diagram for Y= vi + yj = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. It illustrates the effect of the Darling-Dennison interactions on mixing of normal mode states, which would result in local modes in the limit of maximum mixing. In this figure, the zero of energy is set to the lowest-energy level among states of the same Y. As Y increases, a coupling between ( Y,,O,Y~) and (vi f 2,0,9 r 2) becomes larger. For Y= 3, the (3,0,0) and ( 1,0,2) states are strongly coupled such that it is hard to distinguish between the two states simple by counting the number of nodes in each mode. Furthermore, the order of energy levels for (4, 0, 0) and (2, 0, 2) states are switched from that of perfect normal modes. The arrows in the figure show splittings of DarlingDennison resonance pairs. Larger Darling-Dennison interaction signifies smaller interbond coupling, which is typical of good local mode states.
Using our wave functions we have also evaluated the expectation values of R2 and 3, from which the relative lengths of the two bonds are estimated. Namely, Although X, and X2 are not the expectation values of the individual bond lengths, the relative magnitude of Xi and X2 still give useful information regarding the assignments of local mode states among all states of the same Y. This is illustrated in Table X which contains X, and X2 values for ~=3 and 5, which form relatively good local mode pairs. Schematic energy correlation diagrams of the normal and local mode limits are presented for ~=3 and 5 in Fig. 3 . The center column of the figure corresponds to the calculated energy levels of the states that belong to the indicated normal mode assignments. The magnitudes of DD interactions vary for different normal mode pairs, which result in energy level patterns of the true states being much more complicated than that expected of simple models.36
The polyad states with the most local mode character are the (vi + 1 v2 0) and (vi v2 1) pairs.35 The effects of the bending mode, v2, on the degeneracy of these local mode pairs is shown in Table IX for Y=Y, +~s= 1, 3, and 5. These "local mode" energy splittings are plotted against the bending quanta in Fig. 4 . Regardless of the fact that the average splittings for the three sets of Y states are quite different, their general pattern uniformly reflects an increase in the splitting as the energy in the bending coordinate approaches the barrier to the HUH linear configuration. The abrupt breaks in the plot, especially for the Y= 1 plot, are the result of Fermi resonances for the particular states. Beyond the barrier to linearization, the bending motion gradually becomes a free rotor which would inhibit the kinetic coupling between the bonds. The de- 'AE=E(n,m)-E(n,m-1). b6E represents the local mode degeneracy and is the difference in energies of (Y, -1, v2, v, + 1) and (Y,, v,, 1')) normal mode states. Here, v, +y=n+m= 1, 3, and 5. TABLE X. Relative O-H bond lengths, X, and X,, evaluated from (R') and (2) for v=3 and 5 states of v,=O.
Jensen
Carter and Handy For three different classes of ( Y,VJ) states, the energy splittings of local-mode pairs are plotted as a function of bending quanta, v2. The plot of ( Iv~O//(OV~I) states shows a smooth increase in energy splittings with an abrupt discontinuity at vz=6; the energy splitting, then, starts to decrease monotonically from vz=7.
C. Separability of normal modes
The presence of resonances or local mode degeneracies can most easily be demonstrated in term of separabilities of vibrational modes. States that have Fermi resonances should exhibit coupled stretching and bending modes, whereas the Darling-Dennison interaction will result in mixing of symmetric and antisymmetric stretching coordinates. The separability of vibrational modes can be systematically evaluated using the natural orbital expansion (NE) analysis of the wave functions.3g4' Since the symmetrized Radau coordinates exhibit close resemblance to normal modes, we have analyzed the separabilities of motions in (R,8,r) which are assumed to implying the separabilities of (59~~~~) normal modes. A detailed description of NE analysis is given in Appendix B.
The natural expansion analysis for a three-dimensional system involves re-expanding a wave function in terms of a direct product basis consisting of functions of one coordinate times functions of the other two coordinates. Thus, for systems involving three modes, separability of each mode from the remaining two is evaluated. The NE analysis gives the most rapidly convergent set of basis function of this form for each state analyzed. In NE analysis, the mode mixing is quantified in terms of the population probability coefficients, Cd:), of the dominant configurations. As a measure, we define the "entropy of mixing," S, as the following for each vibrational state and each coordinate: s= 2 -di In di. R and r to form local mode pairs. The entropy of mixing for the bend is the largest at n = 5, and the mixing of 8 with the stretching coordinates diminishes as the local mode degeneracies improve. Figure 6 (a), however, exhibits a very different pattern. The plots clearly indicate that the [no] "0 local mode states do not constitute good degenerate pairs. Even though mixing of R and r coordinates predominates as was in the case for [nl]*O states, the patterns of symmetric and antisymmetric states do not correlate, and therefore the mixing does not correspond to formation of local mode pairs. In addition, mixing of the bending coordinate with the stretches overall increases with Y.
Using the same symbols, Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) show the entropies of mixing for (~~00) and (00~~) normal-mode states, respectively. y1 and v3 range from 1 to 8. The patterns of the separability of 8 from (R,r) are quite different between the two figures. As the excitation in it increases, .-".e---l p#j.q .,..... *. B, (,q '803 . so does the coupling of the bending with the stretches. On the contrary, the bends are quite separable from the stretching coordinates even for highly excited v3 states. This, in turn, results in stronger coupling between the symmetric and antisymmetric stretches for excitation in v3. Finally, the separability of 8 for bending progressions of different stretching states are plotted as a function of their energy levels in Fig. 8 . The arrows indicate states whose entropies of mixing are enhanced due to Fermi resonances. The overall pattern of the entropies for the mixing of 6 coordinate is increasing exponentially.
D. Fermi resonances
In H20, the fundamental frequencies of symmetric stretching, $#I, and bending, v2, are 3657 cm-' and 1595 cm-' which are near to a 1:2 resonance. Because of the relatively low energy barrier to linearization for H-O-H configurations, which is -12 500 cm-' for the O-H bond length near its equilibrium, the PES is extremely anharmanic in 8, and the energy spacings decrease to -1100 cm-' between v2=8 and 9. Around this energy level, the resonance between the stretch and the bend is closer to 1:3. As the excitation in the bend increases even further above the energy of the barrier, the spacings of bending energy levels start to increase, corresponding to a more free rotortype motion as an H atom orbits around the center of mass of O-H. These large changes in the bend frequency cause complicated resonance patterns throughout the energy levels.
The spacing of energy levels, AE, of bending progres- breaks in the AE curves occur most evidently at (090) and (160) for both surfaces. AEs of the bending progressions of (OY~O), ( lvzO), and (0~~1) are plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of total vibrational energy. In this figure, one can clearly see that the Fermi resonance between the (090) and (160) states causes a strong interaction, creating an irregular spacing in their energies. The (0~~1) plot does not reveal any unusual pattern due to resonances.
For the same set of states as in Fig. 10 , the entropic measures for the separabilities of the bending, 8, coordinate from the stretching coordinates (R,r), are plotted in Fig. 11 . Abrupt increases in the entropy of the 13 mixing is evident for the (090) and (160) states. This is due to the 1:3 Fermi resonance between the stretch and the bend. The mixing becomes more intense as the vibrational energy increases. For (0~~1) states, the mixing of a bending mode occurs at much slower rate than the (1~~0) states.
The plots of Fig. 12 are the entropic measures for the separabilities of all modes for (Y~Y~Y~) = (Ov,O>, (3~~0), and (0~~3) states of the JN and CH surfaces. The three plots of each column illustrate quite specific effects. The (0~~0) states show the effect of the Fermi resonance near (090) but the antisymmetric stretch coordinate is well separated from (R,(3). The (3~~0) series starts with strong (R,r) coupling due to local modes, and then shows increasing (0, R) mixing with vz. Finally, the (0~~3) sequence shows quite low mixing of all modes until an energy above 25 000 cm-' is attained. These sequences indicate that in HZ0 (on the modified JN surface at least), the mode mixing is very specific and that some states remain quite separable to very high vibrational energies.
E. Statistical studies on the vibrational energy levels
The energy level spacing distribution has been considered as a positive test for the manifestation of classical chaos in quanta1 systems. In theory, the level spacing distribution of a quanta1 system gradually changes from a Poisson type to a Wigner type as the system becomes more fully "chaotic." Chaotic behavior of a classical system may be identified with extensive mixing among all the nuclear degrees of freedom. In general, this will lead quantum mechanically to level "repulsion" and a more uniform pattern of energy level spacings. Chaotic nodal structures of the wave functions are also considered as means of identifying "quantum chaos."
Earlier we discussed specific types of resonance effects that may result in coupling between vibrational states. Due to the complicated interactions among highly excited levels, we could only give the representative examples for different types of resonances. The statistical studies of energy level spacings including all energy levels, however, are simple to present and conceptually easy to interpret for the global characteristics of the molecular vibrational levels.
In Fig. 13 we plot the histogram of the locally average level spacing, he,, where AE,+s,,+,-E, (214
in which Ei denotes the ith energy level, and 2L+ 1 the number of levels included in the local average, b=n +L, and a = n -L. We have evaluated the averaging for L ranging between 3 and 15. The statistical behavior stabilizes for 5<L<9. We also checked for the effects of the bin size, S, of the histogram on the distribution. For 8~0.05 the statistical distribution was not affected by it. The histograms in Fig. 13 are evaluated for L = 5 and S=O.O5 for the two PES's. There are obvious differences between the two plots. The second moments of the distributions for the two surfaces are 1.4 and 1.7 for JN's and CH's, respectively. Thus, the CH surface produces a distribution much nearer the Poisson type (~z= 2.00) which is characteristic of separable systems. For both surfaces, the statistical distributions show a slow decrease in the second moment as the studies include states of increasing energy. For both surfaces, the energy level spacing distributions were analyzed as the maximum energy level was incrementally increased from 20 000 to 37 000 cm-' above the zero- Jensen's PES : (3 x0) r'. point energy. The second moments ranged from 1.53 to 1.45 for the JN surface, and ranged from 1.72 to 1.63 for the CH surface for symmetric vibrational states. The apparent patterns of distributions do not change much over a wide range of energy levels. The entropic analysis of the natural orbital expansion analysis for all symmetric states is presented in Fig. 14. Although the mixing increases, as expected, with energy for all coordinate separations, both JN and CH surfaces show interesting behavior with respect to the antisymmetric stretch separation. Note that a set of states remains almost completely separable (S < 0.25) up to over 20 000 cm-' and a second set of states show only local mode mixing (S-ln 2 =0.69) up to comparable energy. These separable sets which are most pronounced for the antisymmetric stretch coordinate, r, persist to higher energy for the CH surface.
Finally, we may comment that H,O is an interesting (Jensen's PES Locally Ave. AE sult from extensive mixing among zeroth-order modes. The DVR approach offers a powerful means of computing accurate energy levels in a wide energy range, while retaining a simple physical picture of the dynamics of molecules even in highly excited states. HZ0 has been one of the most widely studied molecule, both theoretically and experimentally. The rovibrational spectra of the highly excited stretching states with low bend excitations have revealed patterns of normal to local mode transitions as well as Fermi resonance interactions. Theoretically, reduced dimensional studies of classical dynamics have predicted transitions to chaos at highly excited vibrational states due to overlaps of various resonances. At the beginning of our study, we anticipated that we would be able to characterize the intriguing aspects of the intramolecular dynamics of the water molecule in some relatively straightforward fashion as a function of the vibrational energy. As indicated by the analyses above, however, different vibrational states of H,O exhibit characteristics of different zero-order decompositions over a wide range of energy. molecule, if very difficult one to make generalizations about. Although local modes do exist in a given energy regime, there is no distinct "local mode transition," and local and normal mode type states coexist in a reasonable energy range. Numerous specific interactions occur, but separability of some antisymmetric stretch states persists to very high energy. Finally, the energy level spacing distributions merely creep toward the Wigner distribution as the energy range increases.
In the near future we will present a summary of results for H,O in rotational states up to J< 15, in which effects of rotation on mixing are examined.
V. CONCLUSION
We have examined the dynamical characteristics of vibrationally highly excited (floppy) HZ0 using DVR. Since the nature of energy flow within polyatomic molecules is an important factor controlling chemical kinetics, such claculations are of interest to many different areas of chemical physics. Anomalous patterns of spectra frequently reAlthough local modes do exist over a wide energy range, there are, for each polyad, as pointed out by Kellman and Xiou,35 states which have dominant normal mode character. In addition, the adequacy of the normal mode/ local mode characterization is rather strongly dependent on the bending quantum number, v2 The degree of localmode degeneracy is found to be strongly dependent on the extent of mixing between vi and vz (or v3 and v2) rather than on the vibrational energy alone. In particular, the natural orbital analysis and the degeneracies (or lack thereof) between symmetric and antisymmetric states indicate that local and normal mode type states coexist in a reasonable energy range. One has, in fact, "interpenetrating lattices" of local mode, normal mode, and very mixed type states above about 15 Ooo cm-' for both the CarterHandy surface and the Jensen surface. The basic characteristics of the normal to local mode transtions are the same for the two different PES's that are analyzed.
The entropies of mixing, evaluted from the natural orbital analysis, are a measure of vibrational mode couplings. These measures depend only on the coordinate system used (normal mode type), but not on the basis sets. The entropy is most sensitively dependent on the vibrational quanta in the v2 mode. Even though numerous specific interactions (spectroscopic perturbations such as Fermi resonances and Darling-Dennison interactions) occur throughout the energy range, the separability of some antisymmetric stretch states persists to very high energy. These states undoubtedly correspond to low bend states.
Finally, a statistical analysis of the energy level spacing distributions shows merely a mild inclination toward the characteristics of the Wigner distribution as the energy range increases. However, it does reveal surprisingly different dynamical characteristics for the two PES's, with the Jensen surface exhibiting stronger chaotic tendencies as compared to the Carter-Handy surface.
In contrast to simple analytical model studies or reduced dimensional classical dynamics, our study has 3-... -..--.,......-..,.. shown that there is no clear energy dependence to local mode transition or the onset to chaotic behavior of energy levels. We have not been able to make any generalization as regards to the effect of overlapping resonances on the intramolecular dynamics.
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NSF WE-88065 14. The natural expansion (NE) analysis provides a method for evaluating mode separability in a given coordinate system of multimode vibrational wave functions.39-41 Separability of a particular mode from all the other modes is analyzed from the wave function of a given eigenstate. According to Eq. ( 16) 
{F,} natural irbitals are the linear combination of DVR basis. Thus, Cd;) are the eigenvalues of the matrix A, denoting the population probabilities for dominant configurations. Since A is a unitary matrix, Eq{di}= 1. dl > l/2 implies an existence of one dominant configuration, and as d, -, 1 the R coordinate is completely uncoupled from the other two modes.
